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The normalization of the history of China's encounter with overseas power during the
middle and late Qing dynasty is steadily developing.The leading research paradigm
used to be John Fairbank's Impact-Response and modernization (tradition-modernity)
approaches. Now scholars in a wide range of fields have moved on from a reliance on
narratives of imperialist assault and resistance to nuanced examinations of the dense
pattern of cultural interactions that took place, and explorations of the transmission
and the exchange of ideas and things among Chinese, Manchus, and their (uninvited)
foreign guests
This theses mainly surrveys the Chinese Polytechnic Institution and Reading
Room(ko-chih shu-yuan), which first opened in Shanghai in the year 1976. From a
perspective major in Sino-Western interaction， I put the institution go back to its
historical context and bring the social and cultural tradition of westerner,which mainly
include the Public Science in Victorian Generation and the pursue of Practical Knowledge
movement in UK and USA. And also examines the Social and Cultural Networks of this
institution.
Then in the second part of this dissertation, I borrow the Super-sign approach to
analyse the discourse under Science and Ko-chih，revealed the different meanings not
only exist between Westerners vs. Chinese ， but also among the westerners
themselves.Conflicts between in John Fryer and Layman revealed the Intellectual
Structure changes, and in some extent revealed the time changes in the Western
Context. And I researched 徐 寿 's practice in this institution and discussed the
tradition conflict.
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